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A MESSAGE FROM THE OWNER
Irasshaimase!!* Welcome to Samurai Tours!!
We invite you to spend some time in this section of our web site to
learn more about us and who we are.
Japan has something for everyone, whatever your interests.
Tranquil mountain top temples and shrines, large neon-lit cities
buzzing with an energy that will sweep you away, soothing hot
spring baths, idyllic gardens, speeding bullet trains, soaring
mountain peaks, welcoming, friendly, helpful people, and of course,
the fantastic food.
As a Japan travel specialist we offer a wide range of Japan travel
services. You can travel with the peace of mind knowing that you’ll
have the full back-up from our English-speaking office staff at our
fully-licensed and bonded travel agency in Japan (Kyoto Prefecture
Travel Agency License ID #3-576) to make sure every aspect of
your trip goes according to plan. Drawing on the meaning of
Samurai, which is “to serve”, we emphasize the honor of serving
you. Let us show you our side of Japan!!
Mike Roberts,
Owner, Samurai Tours
*Irasshaimase means Welcome. Customers entering stores, restaurants or other places of business all over Japan are
met with enthusiastic cries of Irasshaimase!!

OUR PHILOSOPHY
“We recognize travel enlightens and promotes tolerance. Our mission is to offer wellbalanced, educational, culturally-broadening, and most importantly, fun tours that inspire
and inform.”
The Samurai Tours Mission Statement

Our Philosophy
Our goal is to allow our tour members to travel as “temporary Japanese” to break down as many barriers to the lifestyle,
customs and traditions as possible to allow the maximum cultural exposure and experience.
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On our escorted tours, we prefer to use traditional, Japanese-style ryokans for lodging. These unique Japanese
accommodations provide a unique Japanese experience. Whenever possible, we prefer to stay in smaller, more
intimate family-run ryokans that are off-limits to larger groups. Many of the ryokans we stay in have as few as 10 to 15
rooms and are located on quiet, narrow side streets. Their owners take tremendous pride in their facilities, service and
cuisine. Whenever we do use hotels, we prefer to use smaller, local hotels primarily used by the Japanese that blend
in with the surrounding neighborhood, rather than the larger chain hotels catering to western tourists. We carefully
select ryokans and hotels in the middle of the sights and culture that are within walking distance of what you came to
see. This saves you time and money, and gives you lots of independence. All of the ryokans and hotels, with the
exception of the Buddhist temple on Koya-san, have en-suite bathrooms. The bathrooms will include a bath/shower
combination, sink and toilet, while the Buddhist temple has shared bath and toilet facilities “down the hall.”
We use only public transportation (with the exception of our new Rail and Drive tours where we use a convenient
combination of public transportation and 8-seat vans chartered for the tour gruop). We use the same trains, subways,
buses, taxis and ferries that millions of Japanese use every day. By traveling this way, you will get much closer to the
people and culture you traveled thousands of miles to discover rather than seeing Japan through the window of a tour
bus. And no trip to Japan is complete without at least one ride on the Shinkansens (bullet trains).
We prefer to eat in smaller, more intimate restaurants. There are probably more restaurants per capita in Japan than
anywhere else in the world. Because of space limitations in Japan, many of these restaurants only have a small
counter and/or a couple of tables that are (again) off-limits to larger groups.
We feel food is an important part of traveling. One of the biggest misconceptions of Japan is that the Japanese only
eat sushi. Nothing could be further from the truth. Japanese food is very diverse, and varies region-by-region. We
introduce our tour members to the many different types of foods, and we always try to include at least one Kaisekistyle dinner on each tour. Known as the gourmet-style cooking in Japan, Kaiseki dinners are another essential
Japanese experience that cannot be missed.
No one likes to pack and unpack every day. Our tour itineraries minimize the number of “one-night stands.” By staying
multiple nights at one location, you become more familiar and comfortable with a destination, and are better-rested,
and more energized. An appropriate amount of free time is built into the itineraries for you to follow your own curiosity
and interests. We do also offer optional tours during your free time on many of our tours should you prefer to join. We
also design our tours with the assumption that you will return to Japan someday. This means we don’t try to see
everything, necessitating hurrying from sight-to-sight, wearing everyone out. Our intent is to make our tours “quality”
over “quantity.”
We include many well-balanced cultural extras in our escorted tours such as tea ceremonies, calligraphy lessons,
geisha walking tours and meeting a Maiko, an apprentice geisha.
Our enthusiastic and knowledgeable Samurai Tours and local Japanese tour guides are well versed in Japanese
culture, history, art and architecture and will bring Japan alive with their insights.

Our Values
Culture: Our tours are tailored to break down as many barriers to the lifestyle, customs and traditions as possible to
allow the maximum cultural exposure and experience.
Enjoyment: We strive to create a fun, informative and enthusiastic tour-environment our tour members look forward to
participating in each day.
Quality: We are committed to continuously and proactively improving the quality of our services by constantly
enhancing existing tours and developing new tours.
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Value: We offer tours with the best combination of quality and price.
Honesty and Integrity: All business is conducted in a forthright and trustworthy manner, and all business practices will
be consistent with our Mission and Values.

WHY CHOOSE SAMURAI TOURS?

1

We specialize in Japan
Samurai Tours only provides tours to Japan, allowing us to focus on our itineraries in order to provide a quality
tour experience.

2

Small, Friendly Groups
On our escorted tour Packages, our groups are never bigger (and often smaller) than 16 travelers. Small groups
allow us to stay in memorable, centrally located, family-run lodging and to sightsee and dine where larger
groups can only dream of going.“Traveling small” also gives our groups a congenial atmosphere. Because of the
way we organize our tours, and the way we travel, we tend to attract friendlier, more flexible and fun-loving
people for our tours. If you are interested in learning about Japan, its culture, people and want to have a great
time, you will fit right in.

3

Great Guides
The quality of your tour guides can make or break your travel experience. You want a guide who is 100%
focused on bringing you the best of Japan. The common way for a tour company to have a low “sticker price” is
to pay guides little or nothing, and encourage them to pull in shopping kickbacks as personal income. We pay
our guides full salaries, and prohibit them from accepting kickbacks. This means your guide is motivated to give
you the best travel experience possible – not earn extra income through shopping.We also work with Englishspeaking Japanese guides where indicated in the itinerary detail. We have found this is important because it will
give you an outlook on Japan from a Japanese point-of-view and allows you to meet one-on-one with a local
and ask questions you may not be able to ask someone you just met on the street. (We have also found that
many of our tour participants have struck-up friendships with our local guides, and many of them keep in touch
on a regular basis.)

4

Value.
There is more to “price” than meets the eye. Our tours include:More Sightseeing: Prices include all group
sightseeing and activities listed in detail with every tour description.
More Meals: Experiencing Japan’s great cooking is every bit as important as sightseeing, so all breakfasts and
approximately half of your lunches and dinners are included. It’s a sensible balance that satisfies your dining
expectations, protects your budget, yet gives you the freedom to discover plenty of other edible delights on your
own.
Peace of Mind: With our included tour cancellation/interruption protection coverage, your travel investment is
protected.

5
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Customer Service
Travelers who have been to Japan can tell you that customer service is very important in Japan. Everybody
comes home with their own personal stories about someone in Japan who went way out of their way be helpful.
In order to make our tours more “Japanese,” all of the employees and guides at Samurai Tours are committed to
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going the extra distance to make your Japan experience more enjoyable.

6

Guaranteed Prices
The tour price listed on our website and in our tour catalog is exactly what you’ll pay, even if inflation or a drop in
the dollar-to-yen exchange rate increases operating costs. This may sound like common sense, but many tour
companies reserve the right to increase your final payment (in fine print, of course). Samurai Tours has never
done this, and we never will. Period.

7

We Have Our Own Travel Agency in Japan
Most foreign tour operators operating tours in Japan subcontract with Japanese travel agencies. Because we
have our own travel agency (Kyoto-fu Chijitoroku Ryokogyo 3-576/Japanese Travel Agency License: Kyoto
Prefecture #3-576) it allows us to be more adaptable to the ever-changing travel environment in Japan and
gives us better quality control. Because of our local presence, we are able to adapt and adjust to the everchanging travel environment in Japan. And other Japanese travel agencies tend to design tours in the manner
that the Japanese prefer tours, which means whirlwind, non-stop tours that never allow enough time anywhere
to see anything.

NISEKO SKI PACKAGE

4 Days

3 Nights

Destinations
Tokyo, Niseko
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Tour Overview
Niseko is located on the mountainous island of Hokkaido. With it’s rich cultural heritage, soothing hot springs and
amazing skiing, it is the perfect destination for those searching for a winter escape full of adventure.
Tour Pricing (All prices are per person.)
$1,594 – Double Occupancy
$1,894 – Single Occupancy
*Minimum of two people required for all Independent Tours
There will be a 20% surcharge for all ski packages taking place during the New Years Holiday (December 23 to
January 8)

$50 change fee for each destination added to FIT packages
$50 change fee if a change is made after the deposit (the above change fee may apply as well)

Niseko is located at the base of a dormant volcano, Mount Yotei, on the island of Hokkaido. It has won many awards
and is known for some of the best skiing in Japan. It offers a variety of beautiful terrain fit for every ski level. With its light
powdery snow, nightlife and various attractions, Niseko is sure to give you a beautiful view of Japan and its offerings.
If you are looking for adventure, Niseko will not disappoint. With its various ski tours, Heli Skiing, off-Piste skiing and
snowmobiling there are many options to choose from. If you are looking for some more family friendly activities, Niseko
also offers winter horseback riding, snowshoeing, snow tubing and hot springs.

Tour Rating: ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
Tour Highlights
Tokyo
Niseko
Niseko Annupuri
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Niseko Village
Niseko Mt.Resort Grand Hirafu
Niseko HANAZONO Resort
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Tour Itinerary
D
DA
AYY 11

Tokyo to Niseko

You can choose to be welcomed at Tokyo’s Narita Airport or have your tickets sent to your hotel if you are already in
Japan. From Narita Airport you will fly to New Chitose Airport. From New Chitose Airport, you will travel by JR Train
or bus to Niseko.
(If arriving on the start day please be sure to book a flight arriving at NRT before 10:00 AM. If you will already be in
Japan or plan to arrive early, please contact our staff for added accommodation options)
Travel: 6 Hours; Walking: Light

D
DA
AYY 22

Niseko Ski Day

Free day in Niseko to Ski. Maybe even rent a snowmobile!
Travel: TBD; Walking: TBD

D
DA
AYY 33

Niseko Ski Day

Free day in Niseko to Ski. Tired of skiing? Try tubing or snowshoeing.
Travel: TBD; Walking: TBD

D
DA
AYY 4
4

Return to Tokyo

Today you will travel back to Tokyo by local train, express train and a domestic flight. If you are planning to depart
Japan on this day (out of NRT or HND airport) please be sure to book a flight after 17:00. If further accommodations
are needed, please contact our staff.
Travel: 6 Hours; Walking: Light
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Inclusions
Accommodations in a 3 Star hotel including all taxes, fees and breakfast every morning (Click the Upgrades tab to
view available upgrade options)
Niseko: Western style hotel such as The Green Leaf Niseko Village
Detailed, easy-to-follow directions on how to travel between cities
Bi-lingual maps, addresses and phone numbers for all your lodging
Reserved seat tickets on the trains to and from New Chitose Airport and Niseko
Round trip airfare from Narita Airport to New Chitose Airport
English-speaking emergency contact number in Japan
Meeting service at the airport
Lodging each night
Suggested train schedules including train schedules for 2 hours prior and 2 hours after the suggested time to allow
you to choose your own times
Breakfast every day
A copy of our “Gaijin on Getas” tour handbook (this is the same popular handbook our escorted tour members
receive) which contains 180 pages of Japan travel tips, Japanese language tips, Japanese customs and etiquette and
Japanese history to prepare you properly for your trip and allow you to enjoy Japan even more after you arrive.

What’s Not Included
Local transportation (subways, buses, taxis, etc.)
All admission fees
Lunches and dinners (except where noted)
Desserts at any included meals (except where noted)
Drinks other than water and tea at any included meals (except where noted)
Lift tickets (contact us if you need assistance)
Equipment rentals (contact us if you need assistance)
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Upgrade Options
Please contact us for more information and costs.
Niseko
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Niseko Budget Hotel

Similar to Hooting Owl Lodge

Niseko Luxury Upgraded Hotel

Similar to Niseko Konbu Onsen Tsuruga Besso Moku no sho
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Tour Map

HAKUBA SKI PACKAGE
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4 Days

3 Nights
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Destinations
Tokyo, Hakuba
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Tour Overview
Located in the beautiful Japanese Alps, Hakuba is one of Japan’s best winter destinations. With it’s abundant snowfall
and picture perfect setting, it is a destination not to be missed!
Tour Pricing (All prices are per person.)
$1,294 – Double Occupancy
$1,694 – Single Occupancy
*Minimum of two people required for all Independent Tours
There will be a 20% surcharge for all ski packages taking place during the New Years Holiday (December 23 to
January 8)

$50 change fee for each destination added to FIT packages
$50 change fee if a change is made after the deposit (the above change fee may apply as well)

Located in the Japanese Alps near Nagano (home of the 1998 Winter Olympics) lies the village of Hakuba. With an
expansive terrain and 11 ski areas, beginner and experienced skiers alike will enjoy Hakuba’s slopes and sights.
Hakuba is not only known for its quality snow and amazing skiing, but also for its various attractions. If you choose to
spend a day foregoing the slopes, Hakuba offers varying activities from back country tours to snowshoeing, hot springs,
and local touring options.
Hakuba is possibly the most friendly resort for foreigners. They work hard to cater to English speakers, while also
providing a Japanese cultural experience.

Tour Rating: ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
Tour Highlights
Tokyo
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Hakuba
11 ski resorts in one area
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Tour Itinerary
D
DA
AYY 11

Tokyo to Hakuba

You can choose to be welcomed at Tokyo’s Narita Airport or have your tickets sent to your hotel if you are already in
Japan. From Tokyo, you will travel to Nagano Station where you will transfer to a bus for the final journey to Hakuba.
(If arriving on the start day please be sure to book a flight arriving at NRT before 12:00 AM. If you will already be in
Japan or plan to arrive early, please contact our staff for added accommodation options)
Travel: 4 Hours; Walking: TBD

D
DA
AYY 22

Hakuba Ski Day

Free day in Hakuba to ski or enjoy the other activity options
Travel: TBD; Walking: TBD

D
DA
AYY 33

Hakuba Ski Day

Free day in Hakuba to ski or enjoy the other activity options
Travel: TBD; Walking: TBD

D
DA
AYY 4
4

Return to Tokyo

Today you will travel back to Tokyo by bus, Shinkansen and express train. If you are planning to depart Japan on this
day (out of NRT or HND airport) please be sure to book a flight after 15:00. If further accommodations are needed,
please contact our staff.
Travel: 4 Hours; Walking: Light
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Inclusions
Accommodations in a 3 Star hotel including all taxes, fees and breakfast every morning (Click the Upgrades tab to
view available upgrade options)
Hakuba: Western style hotel such as Hakuba Tokyu Hotel
Detailed, easy-to-follow directions on how to travel between cities
Bi-lingual maps, addresses and phone numbers for all your lodging
Reserved seat tickets on the trains to and from Nagano and Narita Airport
English-speaking emergency contact number in Japan
Meeting service at the airport
Lodging each night
Suggested train schedules including train schedules for 2 hours prior and 2 hours after the suggested time to allow
you to choose your own times
Breakfast every day
A copy of our “Gaijin on Getas” tour handbook (this is the same popular handbook our escorted tour members
receive) which contains 180 pages of Japan travel tips, Japanese language tips, Japanese customs and etiquette and
Japanese history to prepare you properly for your trip and allow you to enjoy Japan even more after you arrive.

What’s Not Included
Local transportation (subways, buses, taxis, etc.)
All admission fees
Lunches and dinners (except where noted)
Desserts at any included meals (except where noted)
Drinks other than water and tea at any included meals (except where noted)
Lift tickets (contact us if you need assistance)
Equipment rentals (contact us if you need assistance)
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Upgrade Options
Please contact us for more information and costs.
Hakuba
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Hakuba Budget Hotel

Similar to Hotel Montblanc Hakuba Annex

Hakuba Luxury Upgraded Hotel

Similar to Hotel La Neige Higashi-kan
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Tour Map

SHIGA KOGEN SKI PACKAGE
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Destinations
Tokyo, Shiga Kogen
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Tour Overview
Shiga Kogen, located in the highlands of Nagano, offers a magical winter experience for anyone looking for some ski
adventure. Home to one of the largest ski resorts in the world, as well as countless onsens, you will enjoy endless hours
of snowy fun on this exciting tour.
Tour Pricing (All prices are per person.)
$1,144 – Double Occupancy
$1,494 – Single Occupancy
*Minimum of two people required for all Independent Tours
There will be a 20% surcharge for all ski packages taking place during the New Years Holiday (December 23 to
January 8)

$50 change fee for each destination added to FIT packages
$50 change fee if a change is made after the deposit (the above change fee may apply as well)

Because of its beautiful terrain and quality snow, Shiga Kogen was chosen to host quite a few Olympic events at the
1998 Nagano Winter Olympics. As the second highest ski resort in Japan, the mountain boasts 19 different ski resorts
that are intertwined and connected through their comprehensive lift system. A single lift ticket gives the skier access to
all 52 lifts in the resort.
Shiga Kogen is the largest ski resort in Japan, and one of the largest in the world. After spending time skiing the
expansive slopes, you can relax your muscles in the natural onsens. It has over seven natural hot spring sources which
feed into many of the local hotels and bath facilities located within the hotels across the resort.
With its accessibility to Nagano, the snow monkey park and other outdoor attractions, Shiga Kogen is a destination not
to be missed.

Tour Rating: ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
Tour Highlights
Tokyo
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Shiga Kogen
21 ski resorts in one area
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Tour Itinerary
D
DA
AYY 11

Tokyo to Shiga Kogen

You can choose to be welcomed at Tokyo’s Narita Airport or have your tickets sent to your hotel if you are already in
Japan. From Tokyo, you will travel to Nagano Station where you will transfer to a bus for the final journey to Shiga
Kogen.
(If arriving on the start day please be sure to book a flight arriving at NRT before 12:00 AM. If you will already be in
Japan or plan to arrive early, please contact our staff for added accommodation options)
Travel: 3 Hours; Walking: Light

D
DA
AYY 22

Shiga Kogen Ski Day

Free day in Shiga Kogen to ski, visit the snow monkeys, or tour Shiga Kogen.
Travel: TBD; Walking: TBD

D
DA
AYY 33

Shiga Kogen Ski Day

Free day in Shiga Kogen to ski, visit the snow monkeys, or tour Shiga Kogen.
Travel: TBD; Walking: TBD

D
DA
AYY 4
4

Return to Tokyo

Today you will travel back to Tokyo by bus and Shinkansen. If you are planning to depart Japan on this day (out of
NRT or HND airport) please be sure to book a flight after 15:00. If further accommodations are needed, please
contact our staff.
Travel: 4 Hours; Walking: TBD
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Inclusions
Accommodations in a 3 Star hotel including all taxes, fees and breakfast every morning (Click the Upgrades tab to
view available upgrade options)
Shiga Kogen: Japanese style ryokan such as Shiga Palace Hotel
Detailed, easy-to-follow directions on how to travel between cities
Bi-lingual maps, addresses and phone numbers for all your lodging
Reserved seat tickets on the trains to and from Nagano and Narita Airport
English-speaking emergency contact number in Japan
Lodging each night
Suggested train schedules including train schedules for 2 hours prior and 2 hours after the suggested time to allow
you to choose your own times
Breakfast every day
A copy of our “Gaijin on Getas” tour handbook (this is the same popular handbook our escorted tour members
receive) which contains 180 pages of Japan travel tips, Japanese language tips, Japanese customs and etiquette and
Japanese history to prepare you properly for your trip and allow you to enjoy Japan even more after you arrive.

What’s Not Included
Local transportation (subways, buses, taxis, etc.)
All admission fees
Lunches and dinners (except where noted)
Desserts at any included meals (except where noted)
Drinks other than water and tea at any included meals (except where noted)
Lift tickets (contact us if you need assistance)
Equipment rentals (contact us if you need assistance)
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Upgrade Options
Please contact us for more information and costs.
Arrival
Meeting service at Narita Airport

Contact us for pricing

Shiga Kogen
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Shiga Kogen Budget Hotel

Similar to Chalet Shiga Kogen

Shiga Kogen Luxury Upgraded Hotel

Similar to Okushiga-Kougen
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Tour Map

ZAO ONSEN SKI PACKAGE
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Destinations
Tokyo, Zao Onsen
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Tour Overview
With over 1900 years of history, Zao Onsen offers an exciting and culturally immersive experience in the northern part of
Japan. Relax and enjoy the beautiful healing properties of the famous hot springs after a long day of exciting skiing on
the top of Mount Zao.
Tour Pricing (All prices are per person.)
$1,144 – Double Occupancy
$1,444 – Single Occupancy
*Minimum of two people required for all Independent Tours
There will be a 20% surcharge for all ski packages taking place during the New Years Holiday (December 23 to
January 8)

$50 change fee for each destination added to FIT packages
$50 change fee if a change is made after the deposit (the above change fee may apply as well)

Zao Onsen is a small hot spring village located in the Tohoku region near Yamagata. It has become famous for its great
skiing, plush powder, and the “snow monsters” that form on the trees around the village giving the ski area an otherworld experience. Zao Ski Resort offers over thirty lifts, gondolas and ropeways. With a variety of different courses, Zao
Ski Resort is perfect for beginners and intermediates alike.
After a long day on the slopes, Zao is a perfect place to rest and enjoy Japan’s famous hot springs. These hot springs
are known for the strong acidic sulfur springs that are said to help with rejuvenating and strengthening the skin and
blood vessels.

Tour Rating: ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
Tour Highlights
Tokyo
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Zao Onsen
Zao Onsen Ski Resort
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Tour Itinerary
D
DA
AYY 11

Tokyo to Zao Onsen

You can choose to be welcomed at Tokyo’s Narita Airport or have your tickets sent to your hotel if you are already in
Japan. You will travel to Yamagata Station where you will transfer to a bus for the final journey to Zao Onsen.
(If arriving on the start day please be sure to book a flight arriving at NRT before 14:00 AM. If you will already be in
Japan or plan to arrive early, please contact our staff for added accommodation options)
Travel: 3-1/4 Hours; Walking: Light

D
DA
AYY 22

Zao Onsen Ski Day

Free day in Zao Onsen to ski, tour the town, or visit the various hot springs and bathhouses.
Travel: TBD; Walking: TBD

D
DA
AYY 33

Zao Onsen Ski Day

Free day in Zao Onsen to ski, tour the town, or visit the various hot springs and bathhouses.
Travel: TBD; Walking: TBD

D
DA
AYY 4
4

Return to Tokyo

Today you will travel back to Tokyo by bus and Shinkansen. If you are planning to depart Japan on this day (out of
NRT or HND airport) please be sure to book a flight after 15:00. If further accommodations are needed, please
contact our staff.
Travel: 3-1/4 Hours; Walking: Light
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Inclusions
Accommodations in a 3 Star hotel including all taxes, fees and breakfast every morning (Click the Upgrades tab to
view available upgrade options)
Zao Onsen: Japanese style ryokan such as Zao Omiya Ryokan
Detailed, easy-to-follow directions on how to travel between cities
Bi-lingual maps, addresses and phone numbers for all your lodging
Reserved seat tickets on the trains to and from Tamagata Station and Narita Airport
English-speaking emergency contact number in Japan
Lodging each night
Suggested train schedules including train schedules for 2 hours prior and 2 hours after the suggested time to allow
you to choose your own times
Breakfast every day
A copy of our “Gaijin on Getas” tour handbook (this is the same popular handbook our escorted tour members
receive) which contains 180 pages of Japan travel tips, Japanese language tips, Japanese customs and etiquette and
Japanese history to prepare you properly for your trip and allow you to enjoy Japan even more after you arrive.

What’s Not Included
Local transportation (subways, buses, taxis, etc.)
All admission fees
Lunches and dinners (except where noted)
Desserts at any included meals (except where noted)
Drinks other than water and tea at any included meals (except where noted)
Lift tickets (contact us if you need assistance)
Equipment rentals (contact us if you need assistance)
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Upgrade Options
Please contact us for more information and costs.
Arrival
Meeting service at Narita Airport

Contact us for pricing

Zao Onsen
Zao Onsen Budget Hotel
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Tour Map

Thank you for downloading this PDF version of our tour.
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Please visit our website at www.samuraitours.com/tours
for the most current dates, prices and information.

Contact Samurai Tours
WEBSITE/EMAIL
www.samuraitours.com
info@samuraitours.comUSA
CONTACT INFO
Toll-free: 1-866-316-SAMURAI
or 1-866-316-7268
Fax number:
720-210-5423Samurai Tours
7900 East Union Ave, Suite 1100
Denver CO 80237
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JAPAN CONTACT INFO
Call us: 075-361-7303Samurai
Tours
307 Yodokizu
Fushimi
Kyoto 613-0911 JapanKyoto-fu
Chijitoroku Ryokogyo 3-576/
Japanese Travel Agency
License:
Kyoto Prefecture #3-576

MEMBERSHIPS/ASSOCIATIONS
Better Business Bureau
American Society of Travel Agents
National Tour Association
Japan National Tourist Organization
JNTO-approved Japan Travel
Specialist
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Thank you for downloading this PDF version of our tour.
Please visit our website at www.samuraitours.com/tours
for the most current dates, prices and information.

Contact Samurai Tours
WEBSITE/EMAIL
www.samuraitours.com
info@samuraitours.com
USA CONTACT INFO
Toll-free: 1-866-316-SAMURAI
or 1-866-316-7268
Fax number: 720-210-5423
Samurai Tours
7900 East Union Ave, Suite 1100
Denver CO 80237
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JAPAN CONTACT INFO
Call us: 075-361-7303
Samurai Tours
307 Yodokizu
Fushimi
Kyoto 613-0911 Japan

MEMBERSHIPS/ASSOCIATIONS
Better Business Bureau
American Society of Travel Agents
National Tour Association
Japan National Tourist Organization
JNTO-approved Japan Travel Specialist

Kyoto-fu Chijitoroku Ryokogyo 3-576/
Japanese Travel Agency License:
Kyoto Prefecture #3-576
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